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FL-USA 500 Pro-Video Series Description 

 

 
 
The  FL-USA 500 Pro-Video Series provides high quality, Sony DSP based, Color surveillance video. 
 
Featuring high quality Sony Color CCD/DSP daylight and infra-red NTSC cameras.  
 
A great addition for today's security conscious business manager.  Infra-red (IR) models are fully weather-proof and 
suitable for indoor or outdoor use when properly installed.  Low light .1 LUX Color 1/3” CCDs provide the very best in 
image quality and sensitivity.  IR Models have fixed lens selections for long range (16mm #534) or close up (3.6mm 
#532), with no user adjustments required to install, no natural light is required to clearly see your subject at night.   
 
The Chrome-Dome Camera (#542) is design for flush mount within your office or home.  Crystal clear color pictures 
with ordinary in-door lighting.  Model #540 provides the flexibility to use a variety of CS mount lens to meet specific 
lighting and distance requirements, order the lens you need for your job. Just provide 12 Volt DC power and they are 
truly plug-and-play in operation.  Professional Color NTSC video surveillance cameras— on a budget. 
 

FL-USA 532 Infra-Red All Weather, Sony CCD/DSP Camera   ( 25 foot IR range at night ) 

 Model No. FL-USA 532  ( #532 Camera delivers a clear BW image at night to 25 foot with integrated IR LEDS ) 
 
This NTSC camera is Color and BW Infra-Red, it is best used for close areas such as a doorway or bay door opening 
where the subject is 25 foot or less in distance.  Equipped with a 3.6MM Lens and 1/3 Inch Sony CCD this weather-
proof solid metal camera measures a compact 4.25” by 2.25 inches in diameter.  Order optional mounting bracket 
and 12 volt power supply separately. 
 
Price Each: $495 
Government Contract Price Each: $436 

FL-USA 534 Infra-Red All Weather, Sony CCD/DSP Camera ( 50 foot IR range at night )  

 Model No. FL-USA 534 ( #534 Camera delivers a clear BW image at night to 50 foot with integrated IR LEDS ) 
 
This NTSC camera is Color and BW Infra-Red, it is best used for more distant areas such as a driveway, or parking 
area, back of building, bay doors, where the prime subject is 50 foot or less in distance.  Equipped with a 16MM Lens 
and 1/3 Inch Sony CCD this weatherproof solid metal camera measures a 7” by 3.5” inches in diameter.  Order op-
tional mounting bracket and 12 volt power supply separately. 
 
Price Each: $595 
Government Contract Price Each: $524  

FL-USA 540 Pro-Video Series Box Type, Sony CCD/DSP Camera 

 
 
 

Model No. FL-USA 540 ( #540 Changeable CS Lens allow close-up or long-range imaging— option for auto-iris support ) 
 
This high quality NTSC Color camera can be used for close-up or distant subjects based on the mm lens ordered.  
Camera supports auto-iris lens, permitting crisp, clear, color pictures 24 hours a day in changing light conditions.  
Does not include lens (please order as required) this 1/3 Inch Sony CCD solid metal camera measures a compact   
5” by 2.25 inches.  Order 3.8mm to 16mm+ Lens, mounting bracket, enclosure, 12 volt power supply separately. 
 
Price Each: $395 
Government Contract Price Each: $348                             Note: Order CS 3.8mm to 16mm+ lens for #540 

FL-USA 534 Chrome Dome, Flush Mounted, Sony CCD/DSP Camera 

 Model No. FL-USA 534 ( #534 Flush mounted Chrome Dome Camera fits perfectly in any commercial or home décor ) 
 
This unique flush mounting NTSC camera is Color and equipped with a 3.6mm lens, it is best used for monitoring of 
doorways, offices and similar, where the prime subject is 25 foot or less in distance.  Equipped with a Sony CCD/DSP 
this high quality solid metal camera measures only 3.75” inches in diameter.  Order 12 volt power supply separately. 
 
Price Each: $395 
Government Contract Price Each: $348  
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